Prestige International is a leading Global Business & Consumer Product Distributor &
Service Company specializing in Office Ergonomics , Technology and Business Solutions
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Prestige International specializes in introducing products in the Office Ergonomics,
Technology and Business Products space to Fortune 500 companies for their employees, as
well as direct to consumer sales. We currently represent some of the industry’s biggest name
manufacturers in their specific categories.

Our direct distribution partnerships with major channels like Synnex, New Age, W.B. Mason
and many more, gets your Brand and products to the market place you desire. Prestige has also
developed a close relationship with its long list of Manufacturer rep firms, major dot coms and
retailers worldwide. Our personal relationships with decision makers in some of the world’s
largest companies, has helped resellers dramatically increase their own sales and helped the
manufacturers we represent reach millions of dollars in revenues.
With a large selection of marketing programs to choose from, as well as participation at
industry specific trade shows and many other events, Prestige offers manufactures a large
assortment of avenues to grow their brand at the right budget.
Prestige also provides services such as warehousing large inventory (warehouses located
throughout the United States), marketing, drop shipping, technical support and customer
service retrospectively.

How we market:


Our channels are numerous. Each category of product requires its own distribution
and reseller network. Prestige’s direct business with mass distributors like Synnex and
New Age reach thousands of resellers, or our own direct relationships with some of
the worlds largest resellers such as CDW, W.B. Mason, Walmart, B&H Photo to name
a few - guarantees exposure of your products to millions of consumers.



Prestige also has direct relationships with the product decision makers in many
Fortune 100 & 500 companies like Apple, Google, Exxon , Facebook as well as some
of the larger product rep groups around the country who work directly with most large
corporations so the brands we represent are standardized and used in these companies
by their employees

The main focus of Prestige is to focus on your Brand identity.
We always utilize the Brand name before anything else in all
aspects of marketing for flyers, emails, tradeshows, etc.

2020 Tradeshows:

Distribution
capabilities:


Prestige provides services such as large inventory (warehouses located
throughout the United States), marketing, exposure of products through major
trade shows, drop shipping, technical support and customer service
respectively.



Prestige has warehouses on the East and West costs along with over 100
various warehouses of our stocking resellers.
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Corporate Location:

303 Merrick Road, Ste 201
Lynbook, New York 11583

Warehouse Location:

1273 Tallevast Rd
Sarasota, FL 34243

https://www.facebook.com/PrestigeInternational

https://twitter.com/prestigeint

https://www.instagram.com/prestigeintusa/

http://team-prestige.com/blog/
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